USE OF AWAPLAN® AND SA CAP AS UNDERLAYMENT FOR CONCRETE AND CLAY TILE ROOF SYSTEMS*

TAMKO permits the use of Awaplan® and SA Cap granule-surfaced cap sheets as underlayment for concrete and clay tile roof systems in which the tile is attached via mechanical fastening. If tile are to be attached to Awaplan or SA Cap using mortar, TAMKO requires each tile to be mechanically fastened in addition to being set in mortar.

TAMKO does not permit Awaplan or SA Cap to be used as underlayment for foam/adhesive attached tile roof systems because chemical and/or physical interactions with the foam/adhesive may soften the modified asphalt and degrade the ability of the foam to attach to Awaplan and SA Cap.

Additional information about TAMKO products is available at tamko.com.

* To obtain the current version of this Technical Notice, visit TAMKO’s website at tamko.com.
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